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February 28, 2018
Dear Readers,
This portfolio contains materials from the WRTG 121 class I taught in winter 2018. During my
winter 2017 section, I picked the theme “Writing about Writing.” Students researched about the
writing they would come across in their chosen field of study; they were able to focus on either
academic writing or workplace writing. While this was a useful theme, it was also somewhat limiting.
As such, for my winter 2018 section, I decided not to use an overall class theme. While it can be
difficult to sponsor individual research projects, it is exciting to see students choose topics based off of
their own interests, passions, and curiosities. I have found that there is more enthusiasm about research
when one has the opportunity to choose their own topic and research questions.
This section of WRTG 121 was the first semester I had students submit all of their work through
Google Drive. I resisted this shift from paper copies to digital, because I prefer to read and comment
on paper drafts. However, I found that Google Drive is much more convenient. I created all of their
individual folders and set up the organization for unit 1. For units 2 and 3, I created a sample folder
and shared it with all students, so they could mimic its organization. Not only was it easier for students
and myself to keep track of documents, I also preferred the ease of commenting digitally. I found that I
was able to comment more quickly and thoroughly by using Google Drive. While I know I can still
improve my organization and communication about submitting assignments digitally, I feel as though
my first attempt with utilizing digital modes was successful.
One of the aspects about EMU’s FYW program that I really enjoy is that I have been able to take what
I have learned from my master’s project research and put that into practice in my classes. For example,
I have researched about how to better support student mental health and well-being and I have learned
about the usefulness of cultivating mindfulness. Therefore, in this semester of WRTG 121, I devoted a
few minutes at the beginning of each class for students to try different mindful exercises. In this
portfolio, I have included a prompt for a breathing lines activity; other activities I used include
mindful breathing, journaling, and body scans. Many of my WRTG 121 students enjoyed the
activities and wrote about this in the midterm evaluations included at the end of the portfolio.
Along with the course syllabus and schedule, I included the four major project assignment sheets:
worknets, sustained research project, multimodal design/presentation, and the final portfolio and
reflective cover letter. In addition to a sample mindfulness activity, I also included assignment sheets
for a primary research plan and a literature review half draft. Finally, I included a Project 1 half draft
and a full draft from two different students, along with my feedback.
Thank you for considering my portfolio for the 2017-2018 FYWP Outstanding Teaching Awards.
Hillary Degner
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Teaching Philosophy
After teaching WRTG 120 and WRTG 121 at EMU, my teaching philosophy has come to emphasize
collaborative learning, reflective practice, and everyday mindfulness.
Not all college classes are designed as collaborative learning spaces; however, first-year writing is unique
in that, as a teacher, I am able to foster a community space where students can work together.
Therefore, on the first day of my classes, my students interact with each other and introduce a peer to
the rest of the class. It is important to me that my students feel they have a supportive environment in
their writing class, as they may not receive this in other classes. I strive to create time during each
meeting for students group together and discuss the concepts and work related to each unit. I also
incorporate many opportunity for students to share their writing with each other. Students may not
see the value of peer review at first, but throughout the semester, they begin to realize that
collaborating with their peers to review and revise their writing is important for growing as a writer
and student. While it is unlikely that all students will grow at the same rate, these collaborative
practices allow students to learn from each other.
Oftentimes students think that a perfect final product is most valued in writing. However, in my
classes, I look for evidence of writing process and individual growth throughout in-class activities,
drafts, and final projects. Students write four reflective letters to me throughout the course of the
semester. In each letter, I ask students what they would do differently if they were redoing a project or
the course. Many of them have written about developing better time management skills and seeking
help on assignments earlier. Giving students the opportunity to pause and reflect about their own
practices, helps them develop better strategies to carry with them throughout the rest of the class and
their college experience.
I am also aware of the stress, anxiety, and mental health challenges students may face, so I create a few
minutes each class for students to cultivate mindful habits. For example, in one mindful exercise,
students spend a few moments focusing on their breath and then writing about how they feel. By
acknowledging that all aspects of a student’s life affects them in the writing classroom, I believe I can
more effectively help students become stronger writers and more mindful students, while helping
them develop skills they can transfer to other classes and future careers.
My first goal as a teacher is to create a welcoming and respectful environment for everyone in the
classroom, which is an ongoing process throughout the semester. After this culture has been
introduced on the first day of class, I work the rest of the semester to emphasize collaborative learning,
reflective practice, and everyday mindfulness. By emphasizing these aspects, I hope to help students
become more confident and effective writers and students.
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Hillary Degner
4498 W Pitch Pine Lane, Apt 3B, Ypsilanti, MI

hillary.degner@gmail.com / (734)770-9736

Education
Master of Arts in Written Communication, Eastern Michigan University (EMU), Ypsilanti, MI. April 2018.
Bachelor of Arts in Professional and Technical Writing. Saginaw Valley State University (SVSU),
University Center, MI. May 2015.
Associate of Science. Monroe County Community College, Monroe, MI. May 2011.

Pedagogical Work Experience
First-Year Writing Instructor. Eastern Michigan University. Aug. 2016 – Present.
In this Graduate Assistant role, I am currently responsible for the following duties:
 Teaching 20-25 first-year writing students in Composition I: Writing the College Experience (Fall
2016/2017) and Composition II: Researching the Public Experience (Winter 2017/2018)
 Planning projects and class activities that adhere to the First-Year Writing program’s overall curriculum
 Sponsoring student research projects, which are presented at EMU’s Celebration of Student Writing
(Winter 2017/2018)
University Writing Center Consultant. Eastern Michigan University. Sept. 2016 – Present.
In this Graduate Assistant role, I am currently responsible for the following duties:
 Assisting undergraduate and graduate students with writing assignments from all courses through
individual tutoring sessions
Tutor. Saginaw Valley State University Writing Center. Jan. 2013 – April 2015.
In this position, I completed the following duties:
 Assisted undergraduate students with writing assignments from all courses through individual tutoring
sessions; over 400 tutorial sessions completed
 Presented over 15 Writing Center orientation sessions for students enrolled in English 111
 Wrote and secured IRB (Institutional Research Board) approval to conduct international research on
writing center tutors' mental health (March/Nov. 2014)
 Served as a Veteran Mentor to three new tutors (Fall 2014/Winter 2015)

University Work Experience
Office of Campus and Community Writing Graduate Assistant. Eastern Michigan University. Sept. 2017 –
Present.
In this role, I am currently responsible for the following duties:
 Establishing and maintaining social media sites: Facebook and Instagram
 Designing posters and promotional materials
 Planning and helping run events, such as the Oct. 30, 2017 launch event (Over 200 attendees)
Technical Writer. Saginaw Valley State University Writing Center. May 2015 – Present.
I am currently responsible for assisting SVSU's Writing Center, The Saginaw Bay Writing Project
(SBWP), the Saginaw Community Writing Center (SCWC), and the Bay Community Writing Center (BCWC) in
the following duties:
 Creating and updating documents, such as annual reports, handouts, and staff bios
 Designing flyers for contests, events, and workshops
 Maintaining the websites

Community Outreach
Eastern Michigan Writing Project Facilitator. Eastern Michigan University. July 2017 – Nov. 2017.
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I co-facilitated two, 4-week Writing Project workshops; students and their families are led through drawing,
writing, and revision activities, which result in a published anthology of their work.
 Heritage School in Saline, MI: 12 participants; Bryant Elementary in Ann Arbor, MI: Over 40 participants

Conference Presentations
“Avoiding an Occupational Hazard: Mindfully Supporting Undergraduate Tutor Research in the Writing Center.”
East Central Writing Centers Association Conference (ECWCA), Columbus, OH, March 2018.
“Visualizing All Our Relations: Fostering Graphical Habits in Undergraduate and Graduate Writing Practices.”
Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC), Kansa City, MO, March 2018 (co-presented
with: Derek Mueller and Jen Clary-Lemon).
"Cracking the Code of Writing in the Sciences." International Writing Centers Association, Chicago, IL,
November 2017 (co-presented with Ann Blakeslee and Beth Sabo).
"Writing, Wellness, and Ethics." Corridors: The Great Lakes Writing and Rhetoric Conference, Detroit, MI,
September 2017 (co-presented with Stephanie Reynolds).
“Navigating Writing Center Assessment: What Do the Beans Mean for Sustainable Practice?” ECWCA,
Dowagiac, MI, March 2017 (co-presented with EMU’s Ann Blakeslee, Beth Sabo, Lauren Winton; and SVSU’s
Chris Giroux and Helen Raica-Klotz).
“Well-Being in First-Year Writing Courses: Supporting our Stressed Students and Those with Mental Illnesses.”
CCCC: Research Network Forum, Portland, OR, March 2017.
“Reimagining the Course Syllabus.” WIDE-EMU, Ypsilanti, MI, September 2016.
"Our 'Field of Dreams': A Model for Supporting Undergraduate Tutor Research." ECWCA, Notre Dame, IN,
March 2015 (co-presented with Kylie Wojciechowski).
"More than Meets the Eye: PTW Workplace Literacies and the Transformation of Student to Professional."
Association of Professional and Technical Writers (APTW) Mini Conference, Saginaw, MI, April 2015 (copresented with a group of technical writing students).
"Odysseus and PTSD." APTW Mini Conference, Saginaw, MI, April 2015.
"PTW Magazine." APTW Mini Conference, Saginaw, MI, April 2015 (co-presented with a group of students).
"On the Other Side of the Table: When a Tutor has a Learning Disability or Mental Health Illness, What
Happens Then?" ECWCA, Oxford, OH and the Michigan Writing Centers Association Conference, Lansing, MI,
March and October 2014 (co-presented with Kylie Wojciechowski).
"'Riding the L to Learning': Training New Tutors to Learn and Grow in the Writing Center." Midwest Writing
Centers Association Conference, Skokie, IL, October 2013 (co-presented with Kylie Wojciechowski).

Publication
"Opening Closed Doors: A Rationale for Creating a Safe Space for Tutors Struggling with Mental Health
Concerns or Illnesses," Praxis: A Writing Center Journal, December 2015 (co-authored with Christopher
Giroux and Kylie Wojciechowski).

Honors




YWCA Emerging Woman Leader Award in The Great Lakes Bay Region, 2015
Outstanding Graduate in SVSU’s Rhetoric and Professional Writing Department, 2015
Honorable Mention: SVSU's Braun Writing Awards for Excellence, 2015
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WRTG 121: Composition II: Researching the Public Experience
T/R | 11 - 12:15 | Room: Pray Harrold 416 | CRN: 23622
Instructor: Hillary Degner
Email: hdegner@emich.edu
Office: 613P Pray Harrold
Office Hours: T/R, 12:30-1:30 or by appointment
This course is part of the General Education Program: Area I: Effective Communication
In WRTG 121, EMU students develop the foundation for writing, research, and critical thinking
strategies that they will use throughout their college careers and in the workplace. Writing is
both a means of communication, and a tool for developing new ideas.
Good writers…
● Are flexible.
● Know how to assess the expectations of a variety of audiences.
● Know how to draw on or develop different strategies to meet audience expectations.
● Understand that different kinds of writing have different conventions.
● Can move fluidly between conventions.
You can expect to…
● Develop these strategies that are key to effective communication.
● Write between 50-70 pages of draft work and between 20-30 pages of polished, finaldraft work.
● Be supported and directed by frequent feedback from the instructor.
Course Description
WRTG 121 focuses on academic writing and inquiry. Students use multiple modes of research
to develop literacy used in academia and other public contexts. Through extended reading and
writing, students engage in the process of writing researched essays that reflect conventions of
standard written English and standard documentation styles.
Course Overview
Welcome to WRTG 121! This semester you will gain grounded, practical experience with
researched academic writing. The subject of the course is writing: how effective writers write in
a variety of situations, in and beyond college, what successful writing looks like, and how
specific practices, strategies, and concepts will aid you in becoming a more flexible, adaptive,
and skillful communicator. WRTG 121 is a small, studio-based course, which means you will
spend considerable time writing, workshopping drafts, and discussing writing and related
concepts with your peers and your instructor. The course progresses through a series of
“projects.” We refer to them as projects because they involve a gradual build-up among many
different components, much of which will be assembled into a portfolio at the end of the
semester.
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The four major projects for the course are:
1. Project One: Source Worknet and Invention
Portfolio

Students will select an 8-15 page
academic article, create a worknet,
and write accounts of worknet entries.
2. Project Two: Sustained Research Project and Students will engage in research, use
Invention Portfolio
various research methods, and write
an academic essay.
3. Project Three: Multimodal Design/Presentation After completing the sustained
and Invention Portfolio
research project, students will create a
multimodal project to present at the
Celebration of Student Writing and in
class.
4. Course Portfolio and Reflective Cover Letter The curated course portfolio and
reflective cover letter will allow
students to make a case for learning in
WRTG 121.

Each project will accompany a digital Invention Portfolio—a collection of in-class writing and
shorter pieces you prepared as you developed the project. The course portfolio will include a
reflective cover letter that introduces its contents, recounts striking moments of learning and
insight, and draws explicit connections between the work of the course and course outcomes.
Course Outcomes
Rhetorical performance

You will have enacted rhetoric by consciously constructing
persuasive texts.

Research process

You will have practiced different research methods, which
includes analyzing and using sources and developing primary
research.

Style conventions

You will have developed awareness of conventions of
academic research processes, including documentation
systems and their purposes.

Multimodal design

You will have composed using digital technologies, gaining
awareness of the possibilities and constraints of electronic
environments.

Reflective interaction

You will have shared your work with your instructor, peers,
and/or the university community and accounted for the impact
of such interaction on composition.

Course Texts and Materials (Required)
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1. Losh, Alexander, Cannon, and Cannon. Understanding Rhetoric (2nd Edition, EMU
Custom Edition). Boston: Bedford St. Martin's, 2017.
2. Lunsford, Andrea A. EasyWriter for Eastern Michigan University. Boston: Bedford St.
Martin's, 2017. ISBN 978-1-319-13090-9.
These two texts are available as a bundle at the EMU Student Center Bookstore. Copies are
also on reserve in Halle Library. Supplemental readings will be available to you as PDFs and
hyperlinks accessible in Google Drive. You should access these materials for reading on the
screen or, if you prefer, for printing and reading. Plan to spend as much as 20 USD on printing
and photocopying over the course of the semester.
Feedback
You will receive many different kinds of feedback to your writing during this course. Some
responses will come from fellow students and some will come from your instructor. All forms of
feedback, including responses you receive from scheduling individual or group appointments in
the University Writing Center or the Academic Projects Center, are important; they tell you in
various ways how your readers are responding to your writing. This will also help you learn how
to assess your own work. Writing is a collaborative process, and we are all here to help one
another. Therefore, the thoughts your peers have about your work is valuable.
Grading
The breakdown of graded items is as follows:
Project One:

10%

Project Two:

40%

Project Three:

30%

Course Portfolio with Reflective Cover Letter:

20%

Each of the projects will be described fully in separate prompts that I will circulate at an
appropriate time in the semester. Grades on projects will adhere to the University’s A-F system:
A: 94-100%
B: 83-86%
C: 73-76%
D: 64-66%
A-: 90-93%

B-: 80-82%

C-: 70-72%

D-: 60-63%

B+: 87-89%

C+: 77-79%

D+: 67-69%

F: <60%

All grades will be posted in the Canvas gradebook associated with this course. You must
complete all major projects, the course portfolio with reflective cover letter, and present
at the Celebration of Student Writing on Thursday, April 12, from 3:30-5:30 p.m. to be
eligible for a passing grade in WRTG 121.

Course Policies
Participation and Decorum
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WRTG 121 is a course in language learning, and language is learned in communities, usually
by social interactions; therefore, it is essential that you attend class and participate in a manner
respectful of differing learning styles and worldviews. This course is committed to fostering a
safe and respectful academic environment. Therefore, all course participants are expected to
treat each other and myself with respect and courtesy.
Discriminatory comments and any act or omission based on race, religious beliefs, color,
gender, physical disability, mental disability, marital status, age, ancestry, place of origin, family
status, source of income, sexual orientation, or political belief will not be tolerated.
Participation, involvement, and engagement with the activities of the class will be factored into
your overall grade in association with the writing due that day. Participation includes:
● Attending class and being prepared
● Being courteous and professional at all times
● Contributing to class discussions
● Doing your work on workshop days
Students who are rude, disruptive, or unprofessional in any way will receive a deduction from
participation points.
Attendance
Students enrolled in English Department classes are expected to attend and participate in daily
interactive activities. They will, for example, routinely discuss reading assignments, write in
class on impromptu topics, participate in collaborative activities, or engage in peer review of
drafts. Students who miss these activities regularly cannot reasonably make them up. As a
result, students who do not participate regularly should expect to receive lower grades in
the course, and students who miss more than the equivalent of two weeks of class
should consider withdrawing and taking the class in a future semester.
Students who are more than 15 minutes late to class will be marked tardy. Students are allowed
one tardy without repercussion, but two tardies will result in one absence. This policy also
applies to students who leave class early.
Technology
Homework
Save digital work frequently, make back-up copies, and plan your projects with extra time
allowed for unexpected challenges.
In-class use
Please silence your phones before coming to class. Should you need to make or take a call, you
may quietly and respectfully step outside and walk out of earshot of any classrooms.
You may use laptops or other devices for taking notes or writing in-class activities, but please
refrain from using them for activities not related to the class. I do, however, reserve the right to
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ask you to put your phone or other devices away if they become a distraction to you or your
peers; in addition, this will also result in a loss of participation points.
Turning in Work
Submission
Work will be submitted primarily through Google Drive. If a printed assignment is due at the
beginning of class, please do not wait until right before class to print the assignment. Make
preparation in advance to avoid any issues with printers or wait times.
Conventions
All projects must be typed with 12-point Times New Roman font. Assign one-inch margins and
adhere to the page layout and documentation conventions established by MLA, unless
otherwise directed. For additional information about the MLA Style Guide, please refer to
chapter 45 (pp. 214-68) of EasyWriter.
Keep all work
Save everything you write for this class to receive full credit when final projects are graded. We
will review how to organize your Google Drive before final projects are due.
Late Work
All work must be completed before the start of class on the due date to be considered on time
and eligible for full credit. This policy applies whether or not you are in class on a given day. In
other words, if you miss class, you are still responsible for meeting all related deadlines.
Should you miss Invention Portfolio assignments, they may be included with the portfolio on the
project due date for partial credit. Should you miss a major project (with its Invention Portfolio), I
will accept it up to five days late; however, each day your project/portfolio is late will result in a
10% (one letter grade) reduction in your project grade. Remember that you must complete all
four projects to be eligible for a passing grade in this course.
Email
Please check your emich.edu account frequently; I will use this as a way to send reminders,
alert you of changes to the schedule, and let you know about any class cancellations. You can
also send an email to me or to classmates via the Canvas site associated with this course.
Communication with Peers; Communication with the Instructor
You are strongly encouraged to identify one or two (perhaps more) peers in the class with whom
you can discuss readings and assignments, work through questions brought up in the class, and
approach when you find something unclear. You should always be proactive about asking
questions when you have them, either by raising questions during class or contacting me or one
of your peers.
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When contacting me by email, please include WRTG 121 in the subject line, type your message
in formal English, and include your full name. If I do not reply within 48 hours, send a follow-up
email.
Academic Integrity
Plagiarism occurs when a writer passes off another's words or ideas without acknowledging
their source, whether intentionally or not. For example, turning in another's work as your own is
plagiarism. If you plagiarize in this class, you will likely fail the assignment on which you are
working and your case may be passed to the university for additional disciplinary action.
Because of the design and nature of this course, it will take as much (or more) work for you to
plagiarize in it than it will to actually complete the work of the class. For a more detailed
explanation of Eastern Michigan University's stance on academic integrity, refer to Section V.A.
of the Student Conduct Code.

On-campus Resources
Disability Resource Center (DRC), 246 Student Center
Contact: 734-487-2470; drc@emich.edu
If you have a documented disability that affects your work in this (or any other) class, the DRC
can provide support for you. It is my goal that this class be an accessible and welcoming
experience for all students, including those with disabilities that may impact their learning in this
class. If anyone believes they may have trouble participating or effectively demonstrating
learning in this course, please meet with me (with or without a DRC accommodation letter) to
discuss reasonable options or adjustments. During our conversation, I may suggest the
possibility/necessity of your contacting the DRC to talk about academic accommodations. You
are welcome to talk to me at any point in the semester about such issues, but it is always best if
we can talk at least one week prior to the need for any modifications.
University Writing Center (UWC), 115 Halle Library
Contact: 734-487-0694; writingcenter@emich.edu
The UWC offers one-to-one writing consulting for both undergraduate and graduate students.
Students can make appointments or drop in between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Mondays
through Thursdays and from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fridays. The UWC opens for the Winter
2018 semester on Monday, January 8, and will close on Thursday, April 19. Students are
encouraged to come to the UWC at any stage of the writing process.
The UWC also has several satellite locations across campus (CAS – Pray-Harrold and Mark
Jefferson, CHHS – Marshall, COB – Owen, and COT – Sill and Roosevelt). These satellites
provide drop-in writing support to students in various colleges and programs. The Pray-Harrold
UWC satellite (PH 211) is open Mondays through Thursdays from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
locations and hours for the other satellites can be found on the UWC web site:
http://www.emich.edu/ccw/writing-center/contact.php.
Students seeking writing support at any location of the UWC should bring a draft of their writing
(along with any relevant instructions or rubrics) to work on during the consultation.
Academic Projects Center (APC), 116 Halle Library
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Contact: 734-487-2543.
UWC writing consultants also work in the Academic Projects Center, which offers drop-in
consulting for students on writing, research, and technology-related issues. The APC is open 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays. Additional information about the APC can be
found at http://www.emich.edu/apc.
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS), 313 Snow Health Center
Contact: 734-487-1118; counseling.services@emich.edu
CAPS is dedicated to addressing the mental health needs of EMU students, providing free
individual, group, and couples therapy using a short-term model. Set up an appointment
Monday through Friday between 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Gender Identity
This course will be conducted in an atmosphere of mutual respect and affirms people of all
gender expressions and identities. Please address me as Hillary and my gender pronouns are
she/her. I was provided with a class roster with your name as it appears in EMU’s Banner
system. However, I invite you to share your name and pronouns with me as you are comfortable
and I can alter the name listed on the roster to accommodate any changes needed. Further, if
you would like to alter your name and pronouns within the campus system, visit
http://www.emich.edu/preferredname/instructions/index.php.
NOTE: The syllabus and unit schedules are subject to occasional changes and revision as it
seems appropriate or necessary.
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Winter 2018: Semester Schedule
Week One
R 1/4
● Introductions, syllabus, Project 1 assignment sheet, and Quick Write
Homework
O Read Project 1 assignment sheet
O Look through EMU 1-29 in Understanding Rhetoric UR
Week Two
T 1/9
● Quick Write, Exploring topics and sources, Introduction to Unit 1 – Project 1 assignment sheet
(sections of Mueller’s “Mapping the Resourcefulness of Sources”), and Academic databases
Homework
O Read & complete assignments for:
- Issue 2 of UR
- EasyWriter “Analyzing and Reading Critically” (pp. 42-48)
O Print a copy of your selected Worknet article
R 1/11
● Quick Write, strategic reading – practice activity, Identifying worknet phases – groups
Due
O Printed copy of selected article
Homework
O Critically read and annotate your selected article (due 1/16)
Week Three
T 1/16
● Work Day (laptop cart)
Due
O Annotated article
Homework
O Work on half draft - 2 drawings & 2 accounts (due to Google Drive 1/18)
R 1/18
● Peer Review, Plan of Action, Effective paragraph structure and organization
Due
O Half draft (Google Drive and printed copy)
Homework
O Personal Usage Glossary
O Revise half draft for peer editing (1/23)
Week Four
T 1/23
● Discuss Google Drive Invention Portfolio, peer editing
Due
O Full Draft (printed & Google Drive)
Homework
O Revise and edit Project 1
O Schedule Conference
R 1/25
● In-class Reflection Letter (laptop cart), Introduction to Unit 2, and Invention Quick Write
Due
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O Project One and Invention Portfolio
Homework
O Read Issue 4 of UR
Week Six
T 2/6
● Project 2 Introduction and Research paper genre
Homework
O Start compiling Project 2 sources & make an entry in research journal (due next class)
O Read the sample MLA paper in EasyWriter (pp. 259-268)
R 2/8
● Research Questions, Brooke Notes, MLA citation, and work time
Due
O Research journal entry
Homework
O Read Understanding Rhetoric Issue 6 (pp. 220-255) and “Annoying Ways People Use
Sources” by Kyle Stedman
O Complete accompanying assignment
Week Seven
T 2/13
● Literature reviews
Homework
O Read “Introduction to Primary Research” by Dana Driscoll
R 2/15
● Summarizing, Quoting, Paraphrasing; popular sources, primary research; work time
Due
O Brooke Note 1 due
O Research journal check
Week Eight
T 2/20
● Winter Break - No Class
R 2/22
● Winter Break - No Class
Week Nine
T 2/27
● Peer review
Due
O Literature review half draft
Homework
O Read Understanding Rhetoric Issue 1
R 3/1
●
Due
O
O

Organizing the paper and work time
Primary research plan
Brooke Note 2 due

Homework
O Work on literature review full draft
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Week Ten
T 3/6
● Peer Review
Due
O Literature review full draft
Homework
O Continue working on literature review and gathering primary research
R 3/8
● Work day and introduce Project 3
Homework
O Work on primary research draft
Week Eleven
T 3/13
● Peer Review
Due
O Primary research draft due
R 3/15
● No class - Conference on College Composition and Communication
Week Twelve
T 3/20
● Work day
Homework
O Finish Project 2 full draft
R 3/22
● Peer Review
Due
O Project 2 full draft
Homework
O
Make revisions/edits to Project 2
Week Thirteen
T 3/27
● Work day
Homework
O Complete Project 2 edits & reflection letter
O Complete project 3 infographic draft
R 3/29
● Introduce in-class presentations and peer review of Project 3 infographic
Due
O Final Project 2 & reflection letter
O Project 3 infographic draft
Homework
O Project 3 written account draft

Week Fourteen
T 4/3
● Peer Review, sign-up for CSW & in-class presentation times, and introduce Final Portfolio
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Due
O

Project 3 written account draft

R 4/5
● Work day
Homework
O Print infographic & complete Project 3 written account
O Work on presentation
Week Fifteen
T 4/10
● Mini CSW and in-class reflection letter
Due
O Final Project 3 infographic, written account, & reflection letter
Homework
O Work on Final Portfolio
O Complete presentation
R 4/12
● Presentations
Due
O Presentation slides
Homework
O Complete Final Portfolio
Thursday 4/12: CSW (Required) Student Center Grand Ballroom, 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Week Sixteen
T 4/17 - Last day of class
● Presentations
Due
O Final Reflection/Portfolio
R 4/19
● No class

NOTE: The syllabus and schedule are subject to occasional changes and revision as it seems
appropriate or necessary.
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Project One: Source Worknet
Timeline
1/11 (R)

Bring a printed copy of your selected article to class

1/18 (R)

Half draft due for peer review (at least 2 drawings & 2 accounts)
Submit to Google Drive and bring one printed copy to class on 1/18

1/23 (T)

Printed full draft due for peer editing

1/25 (R)

Final draft & Invention Portfolio due to Google Drive

Assignment Description/Importance
Worknets encourage an alternative relationship to research sources. By working through the
process of constructing a worknet, writers are encouraged to view sources as a generative
means of inquiry. Writers will examine one article from many perspectives to identify
connections within and across sources, scholarly influences, and contextual factors. We do not
often engage in this slow, close relationship with one source, but it will help you to develop a
deeper connection with your own research process.
First, you will choose an 8-15 page academic article. The article will be found using an
academic database, and must cite the work of other scholars. After selecting an article, you will
construct a worknet (consisting of links and nodes), which will include four entries for four
different phases:
1. Semantic
2. Bibliographic
3. Affinity-based
4. Choric
To accompany this networked web, you will write a one-page account for each of the worknet
phases. Each account should discuss two of the four entries, explaining how those entries could
be useful for future research.
Written Accounts
● Semantic: How does this author repeat certain words/phrases? How are these
words/phrases connected to important ideas or concepts that a researcher could
investigate? What discoveries did I make by researching these words/concepts?
● Bibliographic: How is this author’s work connected to other authors’ work through
his/her use of sources? What did I learn by looking at two of the four sources I selected
from this author’s citation list?
● Affinity-Based: Can I find out anything about this author’s professional network? (If not,
describe your research process and the challenges you encountered.) How do his/her
affiliations with other professionals give me perspective on the information being offered
or the claim/argument he/she is making?
● Choric: How can I think about this author’s article as part of a particular cultural
moment? For example, if it was published in the United States in 1985, what events or
circumstances might have had an influence on the author? (Here, there is no right
answer. You are only speculating about possible, interesting connections.)
Conventional Formatting
Your project will be a total of five pages (worknet: 1 page, written accounts: 4 pages). Your
worknet will be created with Google Drawings and the worknet accounts will be written in
Google Docs. Accounts should be typed, double-spaced, with 12-point Times New Roman font.
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MLA style and formatting conventions should be followed when appropriate. For additional
information about using MLA, please refer to chapter 45 (pp. 214-68) of EasyWriter.
Grading Criteria
1. Exploratory Applicability: Your accounts should address how the different worknet
entries could be applied or explored for further research interests.
2. Specificity: Your worknet and its accompanying accounts should be specific. Reference
specific elements from your source and discuss exactly why they seem potentially useful
for future research.
3. Development: Your project should develop between drafts. Your final worknet link-andnode drawing should include a total of 16 entries and follow the proper design format.
Each of your accounts should thoughtfully discuss two worknet entries.
4. Cohesion: Each of the four worknet accounts should read as cohesive texts. While you
might choose to discuss the two entries separately, you should make use of transitions
or headings.
5. Correctness: Your worknet should be proofread for spelling, capitalization, and syntax
errors. Reading aloud can help you catch these errors, as well as repeated phrases and
unfinished sentences.
Rubric
NA

NI

AC

EX

Exploratory Applicability
Specificity
Development
Cohesion
Correctness
Invention Portfolio
Participation
EX: Exceptional. The writer has applied the criterion with distinction.
AC: Acceptable/Meets expectations. The writer has applied the criterion to an acceptable degree.
NI: Needs improvement. The writer has minimally applied the criterion in the project.
NA: Narrowly applied or not applied. The writer has not applied the criterion in the project.

Grading
Worknet + Written Accounts:
70 pts.
Invention Portfolio:
20 pts.
Participation:
10 pts.
____________________________________
Total:

100 pts.

Invention Portfolio
Keep your Google Drive organized and up-to-date throughout Unit 1, so it is easier when the
Project One Invention Portfolio is due.
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Project Two: Sustained Research Project
Timeline
2/15 (R)

Brooke Note 1 due

2/27 (T)

Literature Review Half Draft due

3/1 (R)

Primary Research Plan due

3/2 (F)

Brooke Note 2 due

3/6 (R)

Literature Review Full Draft due

3/13 (T)

Primary Research Draft due

3/22 (R)

Project 2 Full Draft due

3/29 (R)

Final Project 2 and Reflection Letter due

Assignment Description/Importance
During the second unit, you will have the chance to reflect on what matters to you, identify
research questions, and complete a research paper to gain a better understanding of a certain
topic.
This research project is important, as you will
● Learn more about research techniques and style conventions you can transfer to future
research projects
● Begin to develop a research process that works best for you
● Conduct secondary and primary research
Major Components
Research Topic
You have the opportunity to identify a topic that interests you. We will start with
open-ended questions:
● What do you find interesting?
● What do you find upsetting?
● What do you wish you knew more about?
● What do you wish others were more informed about?
Then, you will have the opportunity to identify more specific research questions:
● What do others need to know about this topic?
● What about this topic is controversial and worth exploring?
● Does this topic need a solution? How might I discover possible solutions or ways
to help those who are affected by the topic?
Source Work
● Your project will need to include a minimum of five sources
○ At least two scholarly sources
○ At least two popular sources
○ At least one primary source
■ Interview, survey, or observation
● You will create Brooke Notes for your two scholarly sources.
Research Journal
At least twice a week, you will take time to reflect on your research and writing process.
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Literature Review
We will discuss how to analyze and synthesize all of your sources into a literature
review.
Description of Method
You will describe your primary research method in this section.
Results/Discussion
You will report what you learned from your primary research method and how it connects
with what you found in your literature review.
Conclusion/Next Steps
You will report overall takeaways and where you see this line of research going next.
Citations
You will create an MLA Works Cited page.
Conventional Formatting
Your final paper will be 8-10 pages. Projects should be typed, double-spaced, with 12-point
Times New Roman font. MLA style and formatting conventions should be followed. For
additional information about using MLA, please refer to chapter 45 (pp. 214-68) of EasyWriter.
Grading Criteria
1. Research Process/Stance:
____ Does your project demonstrate a thoughtful and in-depth exploration of your
research question?
____ Does your project demonstrate a clear synthesis and analysis of your ideas and
sources?
____ Is your stance clear, arguable, and presented using rhetorical appeals (ethos,
pathos, logos, kairos, etc.), without the paper focusing on your own opinions or
emotions?
____ Does your project at least acknowledge different sides (counter arguments,
marginalized arguments, etc.) of your selected topic?
____ Did you document your notes, successes, challenges, and questions in your
research journal?
2. Specificity:
____ Did you include specific evidence from your primary and secondary sources?
____ Did you specifically discuss why and how your sources are relevant to your overall
research efforts?
3. Development:
____ Does your project feel complete?
____ Does your project include a thorough investigation of at least five sources?
____ Did you thoughtfully and thoroughly discuss your research topic?
____ Did your project develop between drafts by making revisions and edits based on
instructor and peer feedback?
4. Cohesion:
____ Is your project organized logically?
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____ Do your transitions between paragraphs and sentences smoothly connect your
Ideas?
____ Is every part of your project necessary in exploring your topic and answering
research questions?
5. Correctness:
____ Does your project follow MLA guidelines for both formatting and citation?
____ Did you proofread for spelling, capitalization, and syntax errors by reading aloud?
Rubric
NA

NI

AC

EX

Research Process/Stance
Specificity
Development
Cohesion
Correctness
Invention Portfolio
Participation
EX: Exceptional. The writer has applied the criterion with distinction.
AC: Acceptable/Meets expectations. The writer has applied the criterion to an acceptable degree.
NI: Needs improvement. The writer has minimally applied the criterion in the project.
NA: Narrowly applied or not applied. The writer has not applied the criterion in the project.

Grading
Brooke Notes/Research Paper:
280 pts.
Invention Portfolio:
80 pts.
Participation:
40 pts.
________________________________________
Total:

400 pts.

Invention Portfolio
Keep your Google Drive organized and up-to-date throughout Unit 2, so it is easier when the
Project Two Invention Portfolio is due.
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Project Three: Multimodal Design/Presentation
Timeline
3/29 (R)

Project 3 infographic draft due (peer review)

4/3 (T)

Project 3 written account draft due (peer review)

4/10 (T)

Project 3 and Invention Portfolio due

4/12 (R)

Celebration of Student Writing

4/12 (R)

Presentations

4/17 (T)

Presentations

Assignment Description
1. Multimodal Design - Infographic
You will create an infographic that represents the research you conducted for Project 2.
You will use the website Canva to create an 8.5 x 11 design. You should utilize different
colors, fonts, alignments, icons, etc. The design should not be text-heavy; instead, the
design should draw viewers in and communicate the purpose quickly and clearly. You
will present your infographic at the Celebration of Student Writing and during an in-class
presentation.
2. Written Account
To accompany your multimodal design, you will write a 2-3 page reflective paper
discussing the rhetorical choices that guided the composition of your design.
Here are a few questions that should be addressed within your written account:
● How does your visual design reflect the research you compiled in Project 2?
● Explain your rationale for the choices you made while composing your
multimodal design:
○ What aesthetic choices did you make for your design and why?
○ How did you account for the purpose and audience of your design?
○ How did you consider ethos, pathos, logos, and kairos?
Conventional Formatting
Your written account will be 2-3 pages. Accounts should be typed, double-spaced, with 12-point
Times New Roman font. MLA style and formatting conventions should be followed for the first
page. For additional information about using MLA, please refer to chapter 45 (pp. 214-68) of
EasyWriter.
Grading Criteria
1. Visuality: Your multimodal design should demonstrate a thoughtfully designed
infographic that represents your Project 2 research topic. Design choices should be
deliberate and consistent.
2. Specificity: Your multimodal design should follow the conventions of an infographic.
Your written account should be specific, so your reader understands exactly how and
why you made specific design choices.
3. Development: Your project should feel complete. Your project should include all the
required pieces, and the multimodal design should show a well-developed and
consistent theme.
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4. Cohesion: Your written account should read as a cohesive text, which means that you
should use transitions between your ideas. Additionally, when paired with your
multimodal design, your written account should help readers understand your visual
design.
5. Correctness: Your multimodal design and written account should be proofread for
spelling, capitalization, and syntax errors. Reading aloud can help you catch these
errors, as well as repeated phrases and unfinished sentences.
Rubric
NA

NI

AC

EX

Visuality
Specificity
Development
Cohesion
Correctness
Invention Portfolio
Participation
EX: Exceptional. The writer has applied the criterion with distinction.
AC: Acceptable/Meets expectations. The writer has applied the criterion to an acceptable degree.
NI: Needs improvement. The writer has minimally applied the criterion in the project.
NA: Narrowly applied or not applied. The writer has not applied the criterion in the project.

Grading
Multimodal Design + Written Account:
210 pts.
Invention Portfolio:
60 pts.
Participation:
30 pts.
______________________________________________
Total:

300 pts.

Invention Portfolio
Keep your Google Drive organized and up-to-date throughout Unit 3, so it is easier when the
Project Three Invention Portfolio is due.
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Final Portfolio + Reflective Cover Letter
Timeline
4/17 (T)

Final portfolio + reflective cover letter due

Assignment Description
Your final portfolio will demonstrate your growth as a writer and a researcher throughout the
semester in WRTG 121.
The portfolio will include:
1. All of your final assignments
2. All of your reflection letters
3. Three assignments that illustrate your learning
a. These assignments can be drafts, quick writes, homework assignments, class
activities, etc.
4. A reflective cover letter, in which you will argue that you have (1) established a
relationship with all of the course outcomes, (2) experienced moments of insightful
learning, and (3) identified and learned from challenges.
Reflective Cover Letter: A Detailed Explanation
Your cover letter should be 3-4 pages—typed and double-spaced. Instead of using MLA
formatting, address your letter to me.
Your cover letter needs to address the following:
● Specifically, how did you come to understand each of the five course outcomes
(rhetorical performance, research process, style conventions, multimodal design, and
reflective interaction)?
○ Include a discussion of what each course outcome means to you, and at least
one specific example that illustrates your learning or application of each course
outcome.
● Describe what you have learned from the three assignments included in your portfolio
and how they helped you be successful in WRTG 121.
● Identify two or three specific moments of metanoia. These should be lessons you
learned by struggling through a specific concept or practice.
○ What do you wish you had done differently? What do you wish you knew before
you did _______? Why would it have been important to learn earlier? How have
you grown because you had to struggle through _____?
Grading Criteria
1. Critical Reflection: You should be thoughtful in your reflective response. Be thorough in
your connection between class activities and your learning, and your argument for
growing as a writer and researcher.
2. Specificity: Describe and make reference to specific moments of learning. You may need
to refer to specific sections of text, lessons, or conversations that helped guide your
learning throughout the semester.
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3. Development: Your reflective cover letter should be complete. All of the questions listed
above should be answered thoroughly, and should be between 3-4 pages.
4. Cohesion: Your reflective cover letter should be organized in a way that allows your
reader to easily navigate your ideas. Be sure to use examples that correlate with the
claims you make and to transition between ideas.
5. Correctness: Your reflective cover letter should be proofread for spelling, capitalization,
and syntax errors. Reading aloud can help you catch these errors, as well as repeated
phrases and unfinished sentences.
Rubric
NA

NI

AC

EX

Critical Reflection
Specificity
Development
Cohesion
Correctness
Portfolio Documentation
EX: Exceptional. The writer has applied the criterion with distinction.
AC: Acceptable/Meets Expectations. The writer has applied the criterion to an acceptable degree.
NI: Needs improvement. The writer has minimally applied the criterion in the project.
NA: Narrowly applied or not applied. The writer has not applied the criterion in the project.

Grading
The project will be graded as follows:
Reflective cover letter:
140 pts.
Portfolio items:
60 pts.
________________________________
Total:
200 pts.
Format for Final Portfolio Submission
To see how you should format your Final Portfolio, visit Sample folder > Final Reflection > Final
Portfolio.
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Sample Assignment: Mindfulness Prompt
Breathing lines
● Take out a piece of paper and a pencil or pen.
● Place the tip of your pencil or pen at the top of your paper and breathe in.
● Breathe out as you draw a line down the paper.
● Continue this process and try to keep your lines as close together as possible.
● As you draw, acknowledge any thoughts or emotions that come up, but try to set them
aside for now.
● How did you feel during this activity? Was it challenging to just focus on your breath and
the lines? What are some thoughts that came up?
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Sample Assignment: Primary Research Plan
DUE: Thursday, March 1st
Overview
Through your secondary research (gathering information from at least two scholarly sources
and at least two popular sources) you will likely still have lingering questions about your
research topic. This is where you will be able to conduct your own primary research.
You will choose one of the following primary research methods:
● Interview
● Survey
● Observation
Directions
Find the method you have chosen below and complete your Primary Research Plan by
responding to the prompts.

Interview
1. Why do you think an interview will work best for your research topic/questions?
2. What is the purpose/main goal of the interview? (make sure this relates to your research
question)
3. Who do you want to interview?
a. How will you contact them? Write a draft of an email you might send to this
person asking for an interview. Or write down some ideas for how you would
approach this potential interviewee in person.
b. When do you plan to contact them?
4. How might you conduct this interview? Write briefly about the pros and cons of an inperson interview vs. a phone/Skype/email interview.
a. If you conduct an in-person interview, where might you meet this person?
5. What do you think will be best way for you to take notes/record during your interview?
6. Brainstorm and write a list of potential open-ended questions (these types of questions
cannot be answered with just a “yes” or “no”).

Survey
1. Why do you think a survey will work best for your research topic/questions?
2. From past surveys you have taken (or do a little Googling about surveys), what have you
noticed about good/effective surveys?
3. What is the purpose/main goal of the survey? (make sure this relates to your research
question)
4. Who do you want to survey?
a. Will an online survey or a paper survey work best for your recipients?
b. When do you plan to send your survey?
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c. What do your respondents need to know about the research project and how
their answers will be used? Will responses be anonymous?
5. Brainstorm and write an introduction to your survey and a list of potential survey
questions.

Observation
1. Why do you think an observation will work best for your research topic/questions?
2. What is the purpose/main goal of the observation? (make sure this relates to your
research question)
3. Who/what do you want to observe? Will you need to contact anyone to set up the
observation? If so, who?
a. How will you contact them? Write a draft of an email you might send to this
person asking to observe. Or write down some ideas for how you would
approach this potential interviewee in person.
b. When do you plan to conduct your observation? If you need to contact someone
to set it up, when will you contact them?
4. What might you be looking for? (be open to discovering new things, though)
5. What do you think will be best way for you to take notes during your observation?
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Sample Assignment: Literature Review Half Draft
Please start drafting your literature review with at least one scholarly source and one popular
source. At the top of the draft, include your research question (you can revise it based on
feedback from me) and any sub-questions you might have.
You may start drafting by trying to write in the traditional literature review format (remember to
look through the example I’ve shared and/or to study the way literature reviews are written in the
scholarly articles you find).
If you do not feel comfortable attempting the literature review genre yet, then please write
summaries of your sources (150-250 words), try paraphrasing sections (and incorporate in-text
citations), and identify quotes you think might be useful in your research paper (incorporate intext citations and remember to look at the tips for using quotes from Kyle Stedman’s article:
“Annoying Ways People Use Sources”). Then, write a paragraph that explains your plan for
what you would like to do for your literature review.
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Project 2: Worknet Written Account Half Draft
Semantic Phase
The semantic phase in my opinion is one of the most important phases that we have learned in
the class. My reasoning for saying this is because it is a way that you can tell the author truly
thinks is important. These keywords can clue you into the important key words that you could
use to expand your research to other authors papers. These keywords also can help you identify
important sections of texts that you are reading. Wherever the word is used more commonly or
Comment [HD1]: Great!

frequently is an area where there is some important information. You can locate key words or
ideas by finding commonly stated articles, words, phrases, or ideas. For example in my text that I
was reading, some important keywords were PLP (Phantom Limb Pain), Pain, Phantom, and
amputation.
Now these keywords clue in to what exactly my paper is about. My paper discusses Phantom
Limb Pain, which is a phenomenon characterized by the experience of pain, discomfort, or other
sensation in the area of a missing limb or other part. Just in that definition alone all of my
keywords are in it. Searching these keywords often yield similar information that could be
related to your topic. I had wanted to learn more about PLP so I had popped the word into a
google task bar and began my journey. Instanyl I am flooded with information related to this
topic. One of the most interesting things that I had come across during this hunt for information
was that your phantom limb feels more than just pain. It can feel movement, temperature,
pressure, and can even itch. I learned all that information just from searching one key word.
Imagine if you were to spend lots of time researching the key words. You could have an

Comment [HD2]: Great info and description
of research process. Remember to discuss a
second word in-depth, too, and mention how it
might be useful for potential future research.

seemingly endless supply of information!
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Affinity-Based Phase
The affinity based phase delves deep into the past of the main author. You can research
his past, all the authors whom he has worked with, where he graduated, who is professors
were.That co-author becomes a source of information in which you could use to your advantage
Comment [HD3]: This is a good start! As you
develop this draft, try to take out a little of the
more general description of this how this phase
is important, and focus on what you're noticing
about these people connected to your author.
Do they have similar or different work than your
author? Would they be useful for future
research you might want to do?

when analyzing and researching information. Kath Crawford was a co-author in my study of
phantom limb. This writer is now a source that you can use because they have associated
themselves with your author mine being Cliff Richardson.
Another person in mt worknet in the affinity phase was Dominic Upton.
Another thing that the affinity based phase can tell you is what the author is currently working
on, and or what else he has worked on. This is important because it enables you to look at other
things that the author is interested in, or researching. If he has written or co-written other works
you can view those and see similar writing techniques, and skills that you can look for in your
original piece of research. What hints does the author give that the information your reading is
more important than some of the other. This is just one way that knowing the authors writing
type can help you when analyzing the author's affiliates.
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Project 2: Worknet Written Account Full Draft
Semantic Worknet Account
The word “sexual assault” was used the most throughout the entire article. Even though
there were four words that were used multiple times, I wanted to emphasize more on the
words”sexual assault” and “victim”. All together the word “sexual assault” was exhibited at least
151 times in the online article. Since the article mostly explains how sexual assault cases are
addressed at colleges and universities, the author uses the word sexual assault very often.
Obviously, the content behind the word is not very positive but the author uses the word “sexual
assault” in a more educated way. Instead of mentioning all the horrible things about sexual
assaults at colleges and universities, the author tries to persuade these institutions to educate their
students better on how to deal with these challenges. Yes, the author does write a lot of bad
things towards colleges and universities but the author wants survivors to know all the options
that their school has to offer. These survivors won’t know their options until schools talk to their
students about how to access information like this on their websites. Something that I might want
to research more into is why colleges and universities have such a problem with sexual assault
and rape.
The next word I want to emphasize is the word “victim”. This word has a lot of negative
connotation, especially in this type of situation, but I found it helpful to read about how victims
can get help. One thing that the author mentions in this article is the misconceptions and myths
of sexual assault and rape victims. It mentions how some universities would make the victim feel
guilty for the accident that they were violated in. It is so important that our society does not make
a survivor feel guilty of something that they could not control. That is why the author stresses to
colleges and universities that they provide information and resources in an accessible way for
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student who have been affected by these crimes. The author encourages, not just these
institutions but their victims, to be informed of what resources are provided on campuses.
Comment [HD1]: This is great that you
noticed and are curious about this.

Something I could research about is why people want to call themselves victims versus
survivors. Throughout the article, they kept switching the word victim with survivor and I just
became curious of the meaning behind each word.
Bibliographic Worknet Account
Overall, Thomas cites 26 sources throughout her article about her study on how
universities and colleges handle sexual assault cases. It would be nice to mention all of them in
here, but there are just a couple that I will highlight through this account.
The very first source is by B. Fisher, who wrote about “The Sexual Victimization of
College Women” in 2003. Even though sexual assaults weren’t as huge as they are today on a
college campus, the author mentions one of the statistics that Fisher put previously in his own
work. Thomas puts that Fisher found that “studies indicate that the sexual assault prevalence for
women on college campuses is between 19% and 25%.” Even back then still applies today by
not being able to prevent sexual assaults on campuses. This source also came from Washington
D.C: Department of Justice. Although sexual assault is still illegal in the U.S, Thomas made sure
by looking up what the Department of Justice says about this illicit crime. I want to further my
research in why society victimizes women for these situations like sexual assault and rape. I
chose this because one of the sources in the article comes talks about the victimization of college
women. The next source is by R.Alli, whose title is called, “Dear Colleague Letter: Sexual
Violence”which was written in 2011. Sexual violence is a huge problem for colleges and
universities here in America but it’s good when others admit the problem and try to change for
the better. Ali’s information was also found from Washington D.C, more specifically the U.S
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Department of Education. Katie B. Thomas, the author of this article mentions about Ali’s letter.
Thomas mentions that “the letter highlighted secondary and postsecondary institutions’
obligations to act on sexual harassment and sexual violence among students and staff in
accordance with Title IX.” Title IX is a department on most campuses that deal with sexual
discrimination. In the context of the article, they help the complainant take further steps to help
them feel safe on campus. This means that they help conduct a investigation through the school
to try to take disciplinary action towards the attacker. With today’s media, it becomes really
important that sources like mentioned in this article, help a survivor go through their difficulty
with their school’s resources. It is through Title IX, that the survivor will help find the justice
that their attacker deserves during this difficult trial. Something that I want to further research in
is what would a Title IX investigation look like from a victim perspective.
Affinity Worknet Account
Katie B. Thomas, got her bachelors along with her masters at the University of North Dakota.
While she was there, she earned her two degrees in Psychology. From there, she went to the University of
California to do her postdoctoral clinicals in psychiatry. Today, she works as a psychologist at U.S
Department of Veterans Affairs in Washington D.C., researching about suicide rates for veterans. Her
degrees relate to this particular article because psychology plays a huge role for sexual assault victims.
Psychology deals with the brain and for sexual assault victims, their brain and mental health becomes
totally different after the trauma. Because she has a degree in psychology, she used her knowledge and
explain in the article, some after effects that survivors would feel afterwards. Overall, there was other
influences that helped her write this article.
One of the coauthors of this article was Emily M. Lund. She got her bachelors at the University of
Montana in rural institute of disabilities. Then she got her masters at Texas A&M in disabilities and
development. She then has her doctorate at Boston University, where she currently work at the center for
psychiatric rehabilitation. At BU, she does a lot of research on suicide competency. This has a lot to do
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Comment [HD2]: Good!

with the article because people who have been sexually assaulted have to counseling to receive help,
which deals with disabilities. She also has done some research that deals with sexual and romantic
orientation. This deals very much with relationship violence such as sexual assault.
Overall, I had difficulty finding connections or other researcher that would make other sources
useful. What I did to find was to research other co authors that were apart of this article, and I could only
find one. I then started to look for companies that had some impact on this article and I found a journal for
feminist that helped in some ways with the author. Another influence for Katie was the feminist journal,
Psychology of Women Quarterly. This journal shows research from other researchers that deal with
psychology of women and gender. In this article that Emily and Katie wrote about, talks about the steps
that these sexual assault victims take through the universities/colleges. From reading this article, I learned

Comment [HD3]: Great!
Comment [HD4]: This is all really great info in
this section, but remember that you're trying to
identify connections or researchers outside of
this article who might be other useful sources of
information. If you can't find others - then
mention that, describe the research process you
went through to try to find the info, and then you
could leave what you already have here. Does
that make sense?

that a victim of sexual assault deals with a lot of stress and a bunch of other emotions when they fight for
justice through the school. The article was filled with great information about sexual assault and the
aftermath, that it gave me great perspective of how a victim or survivor would be feeling during their
great struggle. I can explore these professional connections further by looking up more information or
articles that deal with sexual assault for college students. Just by looking up more articles on Psychology
of Women Quarterly about this topic, can give me more helpful research on sexual assaults.
Choric Worknet Account
Katie B. Thomas’s article focuses on how colleges and university campuses handle sexual assault
cases and the effects of it. There was events that happened in 2015 and a couple of years before 2015 that
are associated with sexual assault. Unfortunately, these events probably don’t have any correlation with
Katie’s article, but I am going to highlight two events that were big in 2015 that deal with sexual assault.
First, a well known event that happened in 2015 was the many rape accusations against Bill
Cosby. Throughout all these accusations, Cosby refused to give up acting and continued to do
performances for people, regardless of the protestors. This event relates to the article in many ways. Even
though it is more common for rape to happen on college campuses, it’s also common in the adult world,
more specifically in the workplace. For Cosby’s victims, they would have to find justice through the
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Comment [HD5]: Excellent!

police, where a college student would have a couple different avenues to go. A college student victim
could either go through Title IX and/or campus police to find justice on their attacker. Thomas’s article
talks about how these processes would look like for a victim on a college campus. I could research more
about the journey that Cosby’s accusers had to do to find justice.
Next, another event that happened in late 2015 was the sexual assault epidemic on U.S Military
bases. According to the Pentagon, less than a third of service members whose were victims of sexual
assault reported it. To me, this statistic is crazy because even in 2015, people were reluctant to coming
forward about something so big. Plus sexual assaults have such an immense impact on someone’s life
especially their mental health. This event relates to the Katie B. Thomas’s article because she mentions
about how a lot of sexual assault victims don’t want to come forward to anyone about the incident. This
constant fear and embarrassment of being a victim of sexual assault and rape is a constant thing even in
today’s world. It would be interesting to research more how the military victims of sexual assault and rape
are so reluctant to come forward about this problem. Another thing to research is about why the U.S
Comment [HD6]: These are great!

Military bases have such an epidemic with rape and sexual assault.
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Student Midterm Evaluations

The following evaluations were submitted anonymously as responses to an unofficial midterm
evaluation survey via Google Forms; 20 out of 25 students responded.
Never

Sometimes

Rarely

Frequently

Always

The activities and assignments in
the course align with the course
objectives for WRTG 121.

1

12

7

The instructor communicates
instructions and expectations in a
manner appropriate for a 100level course.

1

6

13

4

15

6

14

2

11

7

4

3

8

The instructor is available via
email, during office hours, or by
email/phone for consultation or
assistance.

1

The rubrics, criteria, and grading
scale presented in the syllabus
and in individual assignments are
used to evaluate performance.
The required readings accord with
the focus of assignments and inclass conversations.
The mindfulness activities are
useful and enjoyable.

2

3

Selected Student Comments:
Comment on the instructor's feedback on your writing this semester. Has it been instructive?
Helpful? Timely?
● Feedback has always been very timely and helpful.
● Extremely helpful and understanding
● She has always helped out my paper. Giving me more information and more ideas to write about!
● My instructor is good about communicating with me when I have concerns and questions about
my work
● The instructor has been very helpful in all aspects of this class. Very open and welcoming also
● Her feedback has been extremely helpful in constructing a better developed writing style. Also it
has been very timely, strangely enough she has always gotten back to me as soon as I get
around to start working on the projects.
● She's been really helpful. Even with everything that's been going on. She's very calm, helpful and
considerate.
● Hillary's feedback on my writing this semester has been instructive, helpful, timely, and thorough.
I greatly appreciate her taking the time to give me tips and pointers.
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●

Hillary is always helpful, understanding and on time.

What changes would you recommend to the course? Note: If you would prefer *not* to be doing
something we have done, suggest an alternative activity, assignment, or focus for study.
● The only change I would do is add more mindfulness writing activities. Like the wellness journal.
● Stop doing the Mindfulness and give us a journal to just talk about life
● I wish we had more physical quick writes. I don't like that everything is on the computer. Makes
the class very dull. But I love the teacher.
● I dislike the quick write's and mindfulness activities. I liked the quick write better when we hand
wrote them.
● Being more clear on the homework
● Give a little more in class work time so we can ask questions if we are stuck.
● I would prefer not as many "Quick writes"
● I think more constructive peer review would be helpful.
● We do a lot in this class but I feel as though it is all beneficial to me and in improving my writing.
● Honestly, I do not have any changes to recommend so far. I have found everything we have done
helpful and not too tedious.
● I wouldn't change anything, she goes in depth within the subject(s).
What do you consider to be this class's biggest strength(s)?
● The communication
● Teaching us how to research correctly
● The helpfulness and understanding of the instructor.
● The interaction
● The feedback of the instructor
● How it is organized.
● I think it helps prepare students for future writing and gives students a good basis, good
foundational skills for the future.
● The teacher hands down.
● The biggest strengths in this class are definitely the mindfulness exercises, the in class work days
so I can directly ask her questions instead of waiting for an email so I can make immediate
changes, and honestly her personality really helps me be motivated to do well.
● The strengths of this class are mindfulness activities and the help that we receive from the
professor. I also like how everything is broken up into sections so we do not feel like it is getting
thrown at us.
● Having to present at the Celebration of Student Writing
● I consider the fact that we go at a good pace and we are given our assignments in manageable
portions a strength in this class.
● Peer-review
Use the this space to provide any additional comments you want to share about the course or the
instructor.
● Love the instructor. She is fun and teaches things in a descriptive yet simple to understand way
● Hillary is always helpful and there when we need, all around awesome professor.
● Thank you for being so considerate with my situation.
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Permission to Circulate

I, Hillary Degner, grant Eastern Michigan University’s First-Year Writing Program permission
to circulate the teaching materials in this portfolio as they see fit.

Hillary Degner
February 27, 2018
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